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It was in 1988,
and the shipping authority noted that many

ships had accidents recently. 



Many ship captains reported seeing an eerie 
 shadow in the sea . They went in search of a

good detective who could investigate the
matter.

 



They then found a very successful
detective. His name was 

Cajus-The-Successful!
 
 



Cajus was sent on a ship a long way away
with many scientists to investigate the

reported eerie shadow in the sea and find a
possible monster.

 
 



When they arrived at the area where
many ships had accidents,  

everyone wished 
the successful detective 

good luck.
 



Cajus
was lowered

into the water with his underwater rocket, however the launch
delayed a bit as the rocket still had to be fueled. 

 



 
 

When the rocket was lowered in to the water Cajus got nervous.
.

He drove through the water at 130 km/h. It was very scary when
he was under the water at that high speed.

 



 

 
 

Then a lot of fish were there under water.  But suddenly  
there was an announcement in his rocket.  



The announcement said the fuel in the rocket was almost
empty.  Cajus called back to the ship and said that there was an

error when they were filling up the rocket with fuel. 
 



While he was under water, he began looking for an oil well to
refill his rocket. 

 



Cajus was able to find oil wells, 
but unfortunately none had oil inside. 

 



Then suddenly a huge shadow appeared and
all the fish swam away.  

 



Cajus tried to turn his rocket away from the huge shadow, 
but he was too slow. 

 
 



It was get closer and closer until he finally saw it.  
It was the monster and it was tremendous.  
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The monster nudged him in his rocket. 
Cajus thought that this was the end of him.

 
 



But then he realized that the monster had nudged not because
wanted to kill him.  No, it was because it wanted to help him. 



Cajus now saw that the monster had brought oil for his rocket.
The monster gave him oil to refill his rocket again.  



they flew back to land along with the rocket.  Everyone on the boat was
very surprised.



They became friends and every one was celebrating 
Cajus and the monster. 



We learned in this story that scary and tremendous monsters 
can be nice too. 



About the author: 
Hello my name is Cajus and I'm from

Germany.  I like to spend my time
playing soccer and tennis. I like to write

stories about monsters and animals.
Someday I want to 

open my own hair salon.  

Dein Abschnittstext





The Monster tells the story of Cajus the detective
and that scary monsters will not always be bad! 

 
Cajus embarks on an underwater journey to
investigate an eerie shadow and faces many

challenges along the way.  
 

Join Cajus as he dives deep into the unknown and
discover something he never thought was possible. 


